
                          

 

Dear customers from India, 

please read carefully following informations about shipping/payment methods, which were created 

specifically for customers from India. 

As we all are Skoda fans, since 2006 when we started it all, we wanted to provide our or original 

Skoda parts also to customers from India. Well, it started nice, after counting hundreds of orders 

from India in the first year. Also one company appeared to be nice solution as an our distributor in 

India.... 

Things have changed after realizing, that some customer´s goals are not to have great Skoda parts for 

good price, but to have to have them for FREE.... So troubles with chargebacks for "so-called" not 

delivered parts started.... Although the parts were stored so many times at customer´s local post 

office, or just stored in the custom´s post office warehouse, which lazy customs officer didn´t 

cleared....many worries for our company and much lost money too.... Of course, no protection for us 

against these scammers from India... as we probably won´t travel to India to kick some´s ass for 100 

or 200 eur... 

Then never paid parts, which were ordered by so-called distributor in India....After several years, they 

are still in our warehouse...but miracle won´t probably happen. 

Nowadays, after receiving several emails everyday from India, we have decided to try it again... 

So, every nice-personality/nice behavioral-person from India is now welcome to place order by us. 

After signing new contract with debt-collecting company from India, we are ready to send the parts 

to India again, but this time with specific conditions: 

1) packages will be sent ONLY as a regular package with online tracking, that means, we won´t send 

small and light items in the bubble envelopes for low cost "letter packages", but will send them ONLY 

as a regular package 

2) order will will dispatched after receiving completely filled and signed FORM (download below) 



3) order will be dispatched after receiving scanned personal ID card / Passport to avoid scammers 

can pick up the package instead of the real receipient 

 

We fully understand that this is not standard procedure for ordering anything from online shop in the 

21st century, but high percentage of bad experience with customers from India forced us to do it 

only this way.  

 

Brief overview for customers from India: 

- make a order and pay it  

- fill / sign the form, scan your ID card / Passport and send it as a *.JPG format only (do not send PDF 

or anything else, just JPG format please) and send it to our email 

- we will dispatch the order ONLY (!!!) to the Paypal adress 

- your package should travel 3-5 days from our country to Indian Customs 

- you will allow Indian customs to clear your package, it can take several days, sometimes 2-4 weeks 

(yes, incredible...we know that, but that´s Indian system) 

- you will ACTIVELY track your package in your Indian postal system (tracking number you will have at 

your Superskoda.com account -"Orders Overview") 

- you will ACTIVELY call your post office or Customs-Post bureau to ask about your package (tracking 

number you will have at your Superskoda.com account -"Orders Overview"), we don´t have any 

phone numbers to your local post office nor customs-post bureau, this is the customer´s 

responsibility 

- you will ACTIVELY do every possible step to check your package at INDIAN POSTAL SERVICE, not 

asking Superskoda.com to find your package, we cannot do the job for Indian Postal service workers, 

we have NO INFLUENCE on Indian postal workers speed of work 

 

If you cannot understand all conditions above or have any problem accepting these conditions, 

please do not make any order at our site. 

 

 

 

your SUPERSKODA.COM team 
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